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molocule as an opening four miles wide would appear to a human

being! Think how of the infinite smallness, the infinite detail

of this universe that God has created. It simply staggers the

imagination. In the beqinning God."

Certainly one of the most wonderful things God has made

is the human body. In one ordinary brain, I'm told there are three

or four times as many cells as there are people on the whole earth

Every one of these cells has within it the ability to determine
ysi
andTVa_nythe qualities of that persons andVmany of the qualities

of his mental attitude. In every one of these and three or four

times as many as the whole number of people on this earth. What

a tremendous universe God has made.

Yet how blind many people ares It was not many years ago

when a professor from Harvard gave a talk on evolution at the

Academy of Natural Science in Philadelphia. One of my friends
in

heard him. I myself had read/one of his books the same illustra

tion with which he began his talk that day.

He said, Now I know there are some who think it takes a

spirit to make all these things. That they don't just happen

by the law of causality. But, he said, If you want to believe that

in my auto there is a little imp under the hood that makes the

car go, there is. no way I can prove you are wrong. But I happen

to know enough about the explosive power of gasoline and about the

"aility of a electric spark to ignite it to think that I have

something of an understanding of what it, is that really makes

the car go."The people there, I am told, smiled and looked, Of

course, of course that's right." How silly. Who made the auto

mobile? Did it come into existencd by accident? Did not some mini

far smaller, far less than the mind of God, as small compared to
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